PSYCHIATRY CLERKSHIP

Required clerkship year: Third
Number of weeks: 6
Approximate number of students per rotation: 17 to 20

Department Chairperson    Course Director    Education Coordinator
Murali Rao, M.D.    David Schilling, M.D.    Amy Andel
Bldg. 105, Rm. 1947    Bldg. 105, Rm 1961    Bldg. 120, Rm. 320
216-3276    216-1035    216-2109

PARENT AND AFFILIATED HOSPITALS FOR PSYCHIATRY CLERKSHIP

Loyola Hospital
Address: 2160 S. First Avenue, Maywood, IL
Students not expected to drive to other locations
Parking: Students park in their assigned lots
Services: Consults
Residents: Yes – Loyola Residents, also assigned to one attending supervisor
Med Stud: No
Lectures: No formal lectures – required to attend lectures and learning blocks specific to their rotation and attend SPPAM (Students Presenting the Psychiatry Aspects of Medicine) presentations given by fellow students
Call: One weekend call

Edward Hines VA Hospital
Address: 5th Ave & Roosevelt Rd., Hines, IL
Students not expected to drive to other locations, but are required to attend classes at Loyola
Parking: Students park in their assigned lots
Services: Inpatient and Consults
Residents: Yes – Loyola Residents; students also assigned to one attending supervisor
Med Stud: No
Lectures: No formal lectures – required to attend lectures and learning blocks specific to their rotation and attend SPPAM (Students Presenting the Psychiatry Aspects of Medicine) presentations given by fellow students
Call: One weekend call and two weekday calls

John J. Madden Mental Health Center
Address: P. O. Box 7000, Hines, IL
Students not expected to drive to other locations, but are required to attend classes at Loyola
Parking: Students park in their assigned lots
Services: Mental Health Center Intake Dept. and Inpatient
Residents: Yes – Loyola Residents; students also assigned to one attending supervisor
Med Stud: No
Lectures: No formal lectures – required to attend lectures and learning blocks specific to their rotation and attend SPPAM (Students Presenting the Psychiatry Aspects of Medicine) presentations given by fellow students
Call: One weekend call and two weekday calls
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